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Community energy as a social movement

• ‘Social control of main cultural patterns, (..) through 
which our relationships with the environment are 
normatively organized’ (Touraine)

• ‘Collective actors must preserve areas of autonomy 
from the system, in which they can undertake change. 
This is the laboratory where formal models are created 
and which the movement fills with content addressed 
to specific goals‘ (Melucci)
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Social Movements in 
history; some examples
• Women’s movement
• Labour movement
• Environmental movement
• Peace movement
• Anti-nuclear movement
• Civil rights movement
• Conservation movement
• Umbrella movement



Social control 
of main
cultural
patterns
(Touraine)

‘A social movement is a special type of social conflict 
(..) whose stake is the social control of main cultural 
patterns, that is of the patterns through which our 
relationships with the environment are normatively 
organized. These cultural patterns are of three main 
kinds: 
• a model of knowledge, 
• a type of investment and 
• ethical principles. 
These representations of truth, production and 
morality depend on the capacity of achievement, of 
self-production.’
(Touraine, Social Research, Vol.  52, no. 4)



New formal
models for
specific goals 
(Melucci)

Laboratory for new models
• ‘collective actors must preserve areas of autonomy 

from the system, areas in which they can undertake 
change. This is the laboratory where formal 
models are created and which the movement fills 
with content addressed to specific goals‘

Logic of decision making
• ‘When the small groups come out into the open, 

they do so in order to confront political authority 
on specific grounds. Mobilization has a multi-
layered symbolic function. It proclaims opposition 
against the logic that guides decision making with 
regard to a specific public policy’ (Melucci)



Social movements and institutional
change (Rao, 2000)

• Ability to frame the collective interpretation, 
grievances and interests of people, diagnose causes, 
assign blame, provide solutions

A. Framing
process

• Legitimacy, finances and personnel. Engaging in formal
social movements organisations, work and
neighbourhood organisations, friendship networks

B. Mobilizing
resources

• Minimize or escape state repression, access to the
political system, having allies in elite groups

C. Political
opportunity



A. Framing process

• Distrust of government and large 
energy companies

• Dissatisfaction with slow energy 
transition

• Assigning blame for this situation



Energy from renewable sources in Europe



B. Mobilizing resources

• Building blocks of a social movement: 
• Legitimacy
• Finances
• Personnel

• Internal organization is vital to mobilize resources and
support

• Importance of formal and informal networks
• ‘Bricolage’ as organizing principle



Energy communities in the Netherlands: 
development and dynamics 2015 – 2020

19-11-2021 Source: Lokale energie monitor 2020, A.M. Schwencke

Local Energy Monitor is published
yearly from 2015 onwards

2015:
• 243 energy cooperatives
• 50.000 members/ participants

2020:
• 623 cooperatives
• 97.000 members/ participants
• 85% of municipalities



Expanding activities in energy field

• Awareness raising: energy markets, 
newsletters, media 

• Solar panels: giving advice, collective buying
• Energy efficiency projects: courses, 

workshops, renovation advice
• Collective investment in local energy projects

• Wind energy
• Solar parks & rioofs

• Shared Electric Vehicles
• District heating projects



Solar field Garyp: 27.000 panels

Growing size and number of assets: 
Cooperative sun and wind

Windpark Arnhem-Nijmegen



Increasing cooperation
• New actor constellations

• Cooperation with other parties
• Social housing corporations
• Municipalities
• Waterboards
• Local SMEs
• Government agencies in water, 

roads and real estate
• Farmers
• ‘Friendly’ energy companies
• Commercial solar and wind 

developers



C. Political opportunity

• Gaining political support
• National level: climate covenants
• Provincial level: financial support 
• Municipality

• Nation-wide organisations develop
through mergers of existing groups
(Hieropgewekt, Energie Samen, Zon 
op Nederland, HOOM)



Why new roles for community energy?

• Community energy movement is growing steadily
• Obstacles for new projects:

• Congestion in the grid
• Legal problems

• Delays in implementation Clean Energy Package
• End of Experimentation Facility

• Economic feasibility is under threat
• New opportunities:

• Innovative energy services for cooperatives
• Flexibility
• Balance responsibility
• Blockchain



Research project Coöperatief in Balans

1: Contribute to goals community energy movement
• Sustainability
• Democracy
• Local economy

2: Solutions for grid congestion
3: New business models for energy communities
4: Develop & share knowledge new legislation
5. Develop & share knowledge new technologies

8 januari 202012 september 2019



Five Work Packages

1. Participation local energy communities
2. Development of cooperative energy services on a regional level
3. Pilot Blockchain for P2P exchange of energy
4. Legislative Routemap for communities
5. Coördination & dissemination
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Participatie lokale 
energiecooperaties

Regionale 
energiediensten

Pilot Blockchain

Juridische aspecten en Routekaart



Roles in the energy system (USEF)
USEF-
Universal Smart Energy Framework

Fig. 2. Roles in the energy system, figure retrieved from USEF (2015) and adapted for the cVPP project (facilitator role is added).

Cooperative aggregator

Pilot projects

Cooperative balance
responsible party (BRP)

Cooperative blockchain-
facilitator



Cooperative energy services

• Investigate and develop new energy services 
on a regional level, for example
• Energy storage
• Demand response
• Aggregator role
• Balance responsibility
• Energy supply management

• Develop new businessmodels for these 
services



What is an aggregator?
• A new role in the energy system
• An aggregator can:

• Manage smart appliances or specific 
processes for companies or consumers

• Manage energy supply units (upwards 
and downwards)

• Store electricity for later use
• An aggregator collects flexibility and sells this 

to grid operators
• This helps the DSO to avoid congestion and 

balance the grid
• Trade takes place on flexibility markets

• https://www.essent.nl/content/overessent/actueel/index.html/5-vragen-over-de-
aggregator/#



Flexibility, where (not) to find it?

Bron: TKI rapport



Example: FlexLokaal

Je moet minimaal 1 Mw flex hebben

TSO Tennet

1. Primairy reserve FCR

2. Secundary reserve aFRR

3. Emergy Power mFRR

Omzet 45k – 80k per jaar / Mw

Aggregator

Flexlokaal 
(Balance Service Provider)

• FlexLokaal is a cooperative aggregator (in preparation)
• Developed by EnergieSamen, the national umbrella

organisation of cooperatives in the Netherlands
• Looking for local coops that want to join FlexLokaal

Volume: at least
1Mw flex



Develop cooperative grid services

Examples:
• Solar park and battery
• Aggregator services
• Demand response
• Curtailment



Discussion

• It is important to realize that energy communities are not only groups of 
individual prosumers, but also (cooperative) SMEs with an increasing
number and size of assets

• The future structure of the energy grid should reflect this growing power 
of energy communities
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